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"Blurred Transparencies in Contemporary Glass Architecture
brings to light complex readings of transparent glass through
close observations of six pivotal works of architecture. Written
from the perspectives of a practitioner, the six essays
challenge assumptions about fragility and visual transparency
of glass. A material imbued with idealism and utopic vision,
glass has captured architects' imagination, and glass' fragility
and difficulties in thermal control continue to present technical
challenges. In recent decades, architecture has witnessed an
emergence of technological advancements in chemical
coating, structural engineering, and fabrication methods that
resulted in new kinds of glass transparencies. Buildings
examined in the book include a sanatorium with expansive
windows delivering light and air to recovering tuberculosis
patients, a pavilion with crystal clear glass plenum circulating
air for heating and cooling, a glass monument symbolizing the
screen of personal devices that shortened the distance
between machines and humans, and a glass building
symbolizing the the social and material intertwining in the
glass ceiling metaphor. Connecting material glass to broader
cultural and social contexts, Blurred Transparencies in
Contemporary Glass Architecture enlightens students and
practitioners of architecture as well as the general public with
interest in design. The author demonstrates how glass is
rarely crystal clear but is blurred both materially and
metaphysically, revealing complex readings of ideas for which
glass continues to stand"-Built, Unbuilt, and Imagined Sydney presents the expanded
field of architecture. It aims to show that the practice of
architecture exceeds the work legally defensible under the
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title of the architect. Besides the design and construction of
buildings, the disciplinary field of architecture consists of
exhibition and display; discussions and lectures; competitions
and visions of new public domains; interactions between art
and architecture in the form of installations, performances,
and public art; and ideas on new directions for the practice of
architecture. The book, therefore, places emphasis on
practice as an intellectual activity, in addition to the definition
of the term informed by business and legal parameters. It is
seen as the meaningful exercise of social, political, and
critical knowledge, skills, and mindset in an urban, spatial,
and tectonic condition. The practice is also a public act,
mediated, legitimated, and made meaningful through its
articulation in various institutional, public, and mediatic
realms. The book focuses on built and unbuilt works
(residential, commercial, interiors, and so on) in Sydney,
inclusive of public art, object or furniture design, key invited or
public lectures, studios, current projects in making,
competitions, collaborations, exhibitions, installations, and
outreach work. The focus is on the innovative and the
original¾not the ordinary or the purely commercial.
A reexamination of working-class architecture in late
nineteenth-century urban America As the multifamily building
type that often symbolized urban squalor, tenements are
familiar but poorly understood, frequently recognized only in
terms of the housing reform movement embraced by the
American-born elite in the late nineteenth century. This book
reexamines urban America’s tenement buildings of this
period, centering on the immigrant neighborhoods of New
York and Boston. Zachary J. Violette focuses on what he
calls the “decorated tenement,” a wave of new buildings
constructed by immigrant builders and architects who remade
the slum landscapes of the Lower East Side of Manhattan
and the North and West Ends of Boston in the late nineteenth
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century. These buildings’ highly ornamental facades became
the target of predominantly upper-class and Anglo-Saxon
housing reformers, who viewed the facades as garish
wrappings that often hid what they assumed were exploitative
and brutal living conditions. Drawing on research and
fieldwork of more than three thousand extant tenement
buildings, Violette uses ornament as an entry point to
reconsider the role of tenement architects and builders (many
of whom had deep roots in immigrant communities) in
improving housing for the working poor. Utilizing specially
commissioned contem-porary photography, and many neverbefore-published historical images, The Decorated Tenement
complicates monolithic notions of architectural taste and
housing standards while broadening our understanding of the
diversity of cultural and economic positions of those
responsible for shaping American architecture and urban
landscapes.
Architecture Live Projects provides a persuasive, evidencebased advocacy for moving a particular kind of architectural
learning, known as Live Projects, towards a holistic
integration into current and future architectural curricula. Live
Projects are work completed in the borderlands between
architectural education and built environment practice; they
include design/build work, community-based design, urban
advocacy consulting and a host of other forms and models
described by the book’s international group of authors.
Because of their position, Live Projects as vehicle for
simultaneously providing teaching and service has the
potential to recalibrate the contesting claims that both
academia and profession make to architecture. This collection
of essays and case studies consolidates current discussions
on theory and learning ambitions, academic best practices,
negotiation with licensure and accreditation, and
considerations of architectural integrity. It is an invaluable
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resource to current and future Live Projects advocates –
whether they aim to move from pedagogy into practice or
practice into pedagogy.
This beautifully designed and illustrated monograph sets out
Patrick Tighe’s innovative, diverse and wide-ranging
collection of contemporary work towards the post-digital,
showing the reader a hyper- detailed analytical investigation
of digital forms and their practices. It sets out how his
architecture has brought a return to the real in an attempt to
rethink the language and practice of architecture. The book’s
many inspiring and intricate drawings render clear the ideas
that show the palpable energy and momentum that exists in
this practice. In every instance, this firm embraces dichotomy,
mining its potential to produce a more vital and consequential
architecture. The book’s stunning imagery and nuanced
narratives tell the story of Tighe’s architecture across 35
projects spanning across the globe, to help establish how his
work draws from and builds upon existing polarities to find
resolution, and how tensions yield a more dynamic
architecture. The work is multiple and varied: from the smallscale residential to the urban scale, from the United States to
Europe to China to North Africa, from high-end villas for
royalty to art installations to social housing projects. This
compelling collection of work follows the following five key
themes: CRAFT (from the manufactured to the technological);
MATERIAL (from the natural to the synthetic); EXPERIENCE
(from the actual to the perceptual); GEOMETRY (from the
simple to the complex); and METHOD (from the analog to the
digital). This distinguished monograph also includes an
incisive introduction by Patrick Tighe and is augmented by
two essays by Thom Mayne and Stephen Phillips, who also
provide clarity and insightful discourse on how Tighe’s work
is continuously in transition and evolving, and how he’s
rethinking and engaging in a discourse to defamiliarize the
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Imagining the Modern explores Pittsburgh's ambitious
modern architecture and urban renewal program that made it
a gem of American postwar cities, and set the stage for its
stature today. In the 1950s and '60s an ambitious program of
urban revitalization transformed Pittsburgh and became a
model for other American cities. Billed as the Pittsburgh
Renaissance, this era of superlatives--the city claimed the
tallest aluminum clad building, the world's largest retractable
dome, the tallest steel structure--developed through visionary
mayors and business leaders, powerful urban planning
authorities, and architects and urban designers of
international renown, including Frank Lloyd Wright, I.M. Pei,
Mies van der Rohe, SOM, and Harrison & Abramovitz. These
leaders, civic groups, and architects worked together to
reconceive the city through local and federal initiatives that
aimed to address the problems that confronted Pittsburgh's
postwar development. Initiated as an award-winning
exhibition at the Carnegie Museum of Art in 2014, Imagining
the Modern untangles this complicated relationship with
modern architecture and planning through a history of
Pittsburgh's major sites, protagonists, and voices of
intervention. Through original documentation, photographs
and drawings, as well as essays, analytical drawings, and
interviews with participants, this book provides a nuanced
view of this crucial moment in Pittsburgh's evolution.
Addressing both positive and negative impacts of the era,
Imagining the Modern examines what took place during the
city's urban renewal era, what was gained and lost, and what
these histories might suggest for the city's future.
Architect's Legal Handbook: The Law for Architects, Fifth
Edition is a collection of papers including those on
International Work by Architects, on European community
Law affecting Architects, and the Architects' Professional
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Indemnity Insurance. This collection is a comprehensive
guideline to laws in England, Scotland, and the European
community. This handbook seeks to make architects more
aware of where possible legal pitfalls may lurk. Coverage is
updated to include changes in English Law, Scottish Law,
English Law of Contract, the Law of Tort, Architect's
Appointment and Collateral Warranties, Architects' Liability,
English and Scottish Land Laws, and the Standard Building
Contracts in England. The origins and sources of the laws
and the basic principles are explained, which guide the
reader into how these are applied in the architects' relations
with their clients and clients; contractors. A wider discussion
is given on the topic of collateral warranties, incorporation
options, and legal organizations such as partnerships and
limited companies. Upon the formation of the European
Community, institutions and treatises have arisen, so a review
of technical harmonization and standards, right of
establishment and freedom to provide services, product
liability, and consumer protection is provided in order. The
international workplace for British architects is also discussed,
covering most countries in Europe. This collection of papers
will prove useful for architects and engineers, especially those
who want to put up their own architectural firms. The book
can be likewise an informative source for architectural
students, lawyers, and professors in business and
commercial law.
The Successful Photographer's Secret! Thousands of
successful photographers have trusted Photographer's
Market as a resource for growing their businesses. This
edition contains the most comprehensive and up-to-date
market contacts for working photographers today: magazines,
book publishers, greeting card companies, stock agencies,
advertising firms, contests and more. In addition to the more
than 1,500 individually verified contacts, 2015 Photographer's
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Market includes: • A FREE 1-year subscription to
ArtistsMarketOnline.com, where you can search industry
contacts, track your submissions, get the latest photography
news and much more (PLEASE NOTE: Free subscriptions
are NOT included with the e-book edition of this title.) • Up-todate information on how to start and run a photography
business, including how to find clients, who to contact to
submit your photos, what types of photos they need and how
to submit both digital and film images • Markets for fine art
photographers, including hundreds of galleries and art fairs •
NEW! Informative articles on what it means to be a
photographer, setting goals, getting organized, building a
resume, and mastering marketing and branding • NEW!
Special features on defamation, composition, new tools, and
food photography tips • NEW! Inspiring and informative
interviews with successful professionals, including musician,
wildlife and advertising photographers Check out
ArtistsMarketOnline.com and ArtistsNetwork.com for more
helpful resources.
Architecture 2014
How can we design places that fulfill urgent needs of the
community, achieve environmental justice, and inspire longterm stewardship? By bringing community members to the
table with designers to collectively create vibrant, important
places in cities and neighborhoods. For decades,
participatory design practices have helped enliven
neighborhoods and promote cultural understanding. Yet,
many designers still rely on the same techniques that were
developed in the 1950s and 60s. These approaches offer
predictability, but hold waning promise for addressing current
and future design challenges. Design as Democracy is written
to reinvigorate democratic design, providing inspiration,
techniques, and case stories for a wide range of contexts.
Edited by six leading practitioners and academics in the field
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of participatory design, with nearly 50 contributors from
around the world, it offers fresh insights for creating
meaningful dialogue between designers and communities
and for transforming places with justice and democracy in
mind.
Architecture and Capitalism tells a story of the relationship
between the economy and architectural design. Eleven
historians each discuss in brand new essays the time period
they know best, looking at cultural and economic issues,
which in light of current economic crises you will find have
dealt with diverse but surprisingly familiar economic issues.
Told through case studies, the narrative begins in the midnineteenth century and ends with 2011, with introductions by
Editor Peggy Deamer to pull the main themes together so
that you can see how other architects in different times and in
different countries have dealt with similar economic
conditions. By focussing on what previous architects
experienced, you have the opportunity to avoid repeating the
past. With new essays by Pier Vittorio Aureli, Ellen DunhamJones, Keller Easterling, Lauren Kogod, Robert Hewison,
Joanna Merwood-Salisbury, Robin Schuldenfrei, Deborah
Gans, Simon Sadler, Nathan Rich, and Micahel Sorkin.
Learning to think and act creatively is a requisite fundamental
aspect of design education for architectural and interior
design as well as industrial and graphic design. Development
of creative capacities must be encountered early in design
education for beginning students to become self-actualized
as skillful designers. With chapters written by beginning
design instructors, Developing Creative Thinking in Beginning
Design addresses issues that contribute to deficiencies in
teaching creativity in contemporary beginning design
programs. Where traditional pedagogies displace creative
thinking by placing conceptual abstractions above direct
experiential engagement, the approaches presented in this
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book set forth alternative pedagogies that mitigate student
fears and misconceptions to reveal the potency of authentic
encounters for initiating creative transformational
development. These chapters challenge design pedagogy to
address such issues as the spatial body, phenomenological
thinking, making as process, direct material engagement and
its temporal challenges, creative decision making and the
wickedness of design, and the openness of the creative
design problem. In doing so, this book sets out to give greater
depth to first design experiences and more effectively enable
the breadth and depth of the teacher–student relationship as
a means of helping your students develop the capacity for
long-term self-transformation.
Resilience will be a defining quality of the twenty-first century.
As we witness the increasingly turbulent effects of climate
change, the multiple challenges of resource depletion and
wage stagnation, we know that our current ways of living are
not resilient. Our urban infrastructures, our buildings, our
economies, our ways of managing and governing are still too
tightly bound to models of unrestrained free-market growth,
individualism and consumerism. Research has shown that the
crises arising from climate change will become increasingly
frequent and increasingly severe. It is also known that the
effects of climate change are not evenly distributed across
places and people, and neither are the resources needed to
meet these challenges. We will need specific responses in
place that engage with, and emerge from, citizens ourselves.
This volume takes resilience as a transformative concept to
ask where and what architecture might contribute. Bringing
together cross-disciplinary perspectives from architecture,
urban design, art, geography, building science and
psychoanalysis, it aims to open up multiple perspectives of
research, spatial strategies and projects that are testing how
we can build local resilience in preparation for major societal
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challenges, defining the position of architecture in urban
resilience discourse.
Unite the science of sound and the principles of design
toenhance any space Architectural Acoustics Illustrated
translates thequantitative and qualitative content of acoustics
into the graphiclanguage of architecture. This highly-visual
guide includes over350 illustrations that outline the physics of
sound and the bestdesign practices for limiting or mitigating
noise in buildings byusing the latest in materials and
techniques. Each chapter includesa summary checklist of
design guidelines to help prevent mistakesand oversights,
and the Instructor's website offers videoanimations
demonstrating acoustical concepts. Designed as a "firstlook"
at the interaction of sound and space, the book explains
theprinciples of architectural acoustics and their
practicalapplications, providing a comprehensive guide for
designing withacoustics in mind. Architectural acoustics is
more than just concert halls –it may determine building
placement, division of interior space,exterior construction, and
even siting. When addressed early in thedesign process, the
resulting space can be free of unwanted soundand promote
good hearing; if left unaddressed, the problems withthe space
can lead to lawsuits and costly post-constructionremediation.
Architectural Acoustics Illustrated helpsdesigners solve most
acoustical problems in advance, by enablingreaders to:
Understand the physical science underlying the behavior
ofsound Consider the interactions of sound and space in the
initialdesign approach Mitigate building sounds such as those
produced by HVAC andplumbing with early design planning
Design spaces for listening, and incorporate acoustics
bestpractices into every plan The highly visual format of the
book helps readers grasp complexconcepts quickly, and
thorough discussion of each concept'sreal-world application
ties the science directly into the designprocess. All design
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professionals need to have a fundamentalunderstanding of
acoustics, and Architectural AcousticsIllustrated is a
comprehensive, practical guide in aneasy-to-read format.
In this long-awaited follow-up to the enormously popular
informal, designer, writer, and engineer Cecil Balmond invites
readers into his creative process as he documents his most
innovative projects in art, architecture, and bridge design.
Hailed by friend and frequent collaborator Rem Koolhaas as
having "almost single-handedly shifted the ground in
engineering - and enabled architecture to be imagined
differently," Cecil Balmond has achieved special status as a
pioneer in cross-disciplinary thinking. Balmond's instinctual
understanding and manipulation of forces has paved the way
for generations of designers to break free from traditional
systems of organization and embrace the non-linear.
Crossover establishes and galvanizes these radical ideas in
the emergence of new forms and contemporary aesthetics.
This crucial new book outlines more than a dozen
international projects and five theoretical chapters that
embody the notion of Crossover which Balmond describes as
the movement between Metaphor and Substance through
Pattern. Navigating between the ideal and the pragmatic,
Balmond creates balance between the poetic and the
essential. Crossover presents Balmond's thoughts and
musings and charts his conceptual journey from the original
fleeting idea to finished product. Photographs, drawings, and
plans for each project accompany never seen before journal
notes, sketches, and in-depth commentary. The book
includes the Weave Bridge at the University of Pennsylvania;
the Serpentine Gallery Pavilions at London's Kensington
Gardens; ArcelorMittal Orbit at the site of the London 2012
Olympics; and the world renowned CCTV tower in Beijing.
Socially engaged architecture is a broad and emerging
architectural genre that promises to redefine architecture from
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a market-driven profession to a mix of social business,
altruism, and activism that intends to eradicate poverty,
resolve social exclusion, and construct an egalitarian global
society. The Routledge Companion to Architecture and Social
Engagement offers a critical enquiry of socially engaged
architecture’s current context characterized by socioeconomic inequity, climate change, war, increasing global
poverty, microfinance, the evolving notion of professionalism,
the changing conception of public, and finally the growing
academic interest in re-visioning the social role of
architecture. Organized around case studies from the United
States, Brazil, Venezuela, the United Kingdom, South Africa,
Rwanda, Burkina Faso, Nigeria, Nepal, Pakistan, Iran,
Thailand, Germany, Australia, Taiwan, and Japan the book
documents the most important recent developments in the
field. By examining diverse working methods and
philosophies of socially engaged architecture, the handbook
shows how socially engaged architecture is entangled in the
global politics of poverty, reconstruction of the public sphere,
changing role of the state, charity, and neoliberal urbanism.
The book presents debates around the issue of whether
architecture actually empowers the participators and
alleviates socio-economic exclusion or if it instead indirectly
sustains an exploitive capitalism. Bringing together a range of
theories and case studies, this companion offers a platform to
facilitate future lines of inquiry in education, research, and
practice.

Since the turn of the millennium, there has been a
burgeoning interest in, and literature of, both landscape
studies and food studies. Landscape describes places as
relationships and processes. Landscapes create
people’s identities and guide their actions and their
preferences, while at the same time are shaped by the
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actions and forces of people. Food, as currency,
medium, and sustenance, is a fundamental part of those
landscape relationships. This volume brings together
over fifty contributors from around the world in forty
profoundly interdisciplinary chapters. Chapter authors
represent an astonishing range of disciplines, from
agronomy, anthropology, archaeology, conservation,
countryside management, cultural studies, ecology,
ethics, geography, heritage studies, landscape
architecture, landscape management and planning,
literature, urban design and architecture. Both food
studies and landscape studies defy comprehension from
the perspective of a single discipline, and thus such a
range is both necessary and enriching. The Routledge
Handbook of Landscape and Food is intended as a first
port of call for scholars and researchers seeking to
undertake new work at the many intersections of
landscape and food. Each chapter provides an
authoritative overview, a broad range of pertinent
readings and references, and seeks to identify areas
where new research is needed—though these may also
be identified in the many fertile areas in which subjects
and chapters overlap within the book.
Completed in 1931, New York’s Waldorf-Astoria towers
over Park Avenue as an international landmark and a
masterpiece of Art Deco architecture. A symbol of
elegance and luxury, the hotel has hosted countless
movie stars, business tycoons, and world leaders over
the past ninety years. American Hotel takes us behind
the glittering image to reveal the full extent of the
Waldorf’s contribution toward shaping twentieth-century
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life and culture. Historian David Freeland examines the
Waldorf from the opening of its first location in 1893
through its rise to a place of influence on the local,
national, and international stage. Along the way, he
explores how the hotel’s mission to provide hospitality to
a diverse range of guests was put to the test by events
such as Prohibition, the anticommunist Red Scare, and
civil rights struggles. Alongside famous guests like Frank
Sinatra, Martin Luther King, Richard Nixon, and Eleanor
Roosevelt, readers will meet the lesser-known men and
women who made the Waldorf a leader in the hotel
industry and a key setting for international events.
American Hotel chronicles how institutions such as the
Waldorf-Astoria played an essential role in New York’s
growth as a world capital.
This book is for all those actively working in the built
environment. It presents the latest theory and practice of
engaging with stakeholders to co-design, develop and
manage thriving places. It starts from the importance of
integrating design of nature into practice built on a
foundation of First Nations understanding of place. The
art of engagement of community, government and the
development industry is discussed with reference to case
studies and best practice techniques. The book then
focuses on the critical role placemaking has in
supporting resilience and adaptability of communities
and looks at issues of leadership and governance.
Building on these steps for placemaking, the last parts of
the book address economics, evaluation, digital and art
based tools and approaches to support projects that aim
to create an engaged, contributive, collaborative and
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active citizen.
Data, Matter, Design presents a comprehensive
overview of current design processes that rely on the
input of data and use of computational design strategies,
and their relationship to an array of outputs.
Technological changes, through the use of
computational tools and processes, have radically
altered and influenced our relationship to cities and the
methods by which we design architecture, urban, and
landscape systems. This book presents a wide range of
curated projects and contributed texts by leading
architects, urbanists, and designers that transform data
as an abstraction, into spatial, experiential, and
performative configurations within urban ecologies,
emerging materials, robotic agents, adaptive fields, and
virtual constructs. Richly illustrated with over 200
images, Data, Matter, Design is an essential read for
students, academics, and professionals to evaluate and
discuss how data in design methodologies and
theoretical discourses have evolved in the last two
decades and why processes of data collection,
measurement, quantification, simulation, algorithmic
control, and their integration into methods of reading and
producing spatial conditions, are becoming vital in
academic and industry practices.
Digital Design Exercises for Architecture Students
teaches you the basics of digital design and fabrication
tools with creative design exercises, featuring over 200
illustrations, which emphasize process and evaluation as
key to designing in digital mediums. The book is software
neutral, letting you choose the software with which to edit
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raster and vector graphics and to model digital objects.
The clear, jargon-free introductions to key concepts and
terms help you experiment and build your digital media
skills. During the fabrication exercises you will learn
strategies for laser cutting, CNC (computer-numerically
controlled) milling, and 3D printing to help you focus on
the processes of design thinking. Reading lists and
essays from practitioners, instructors, and theorists
ground the exercises in both broader and deeper
contexts and encourage you to continue your
investigative journey.
Defines what UX is, why businesses should focus on it,
and how to embrace UX best practices.
Tells the forgotten but surprising stories of the many
handsome and significant buildings in downtown Troy,
New York. Located about 150 miles north of Manhattan,
on the east bank of the Hudson River, the city of Troy,
New York, was once an industrial giant. It led the nation
in iron production throughout much of the nineteenth
century, and its factories turned out bells and cast-iron
stoves that were sold the world over. Its population was
both enterprising and civic-minded. Along with Troy’s
economic success came the public, commercial,
educational, residential, and religious buildings to prove
it. Stores, banks, churches, firehouses, and schools,
both modest and sophisticated, sprouted up in the latest
architectural styles, creating a lively and fashionable
downtown. Row houses and brownstones for the middle
class and the wealthy rivaled those in Brooklyn and
Manhattan. By the mid-twentieth century, however, Troy
had dwindled in both prominence and population.
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Downtown stagnated, leaving building facades and
interiors untouched, often for decades. A late-blooming
urban-renewal program demolished many blocks of
buildings, but preservationists fought back. Today,
reinvestment is accelerating, and Troy now boasts what
the New York Times has called “one of the most
perfectly preserved nineteenth-century downtowns in the
United States.” This book tells the stories behind the
many handsome and significant buildings in downtown
Troy and how they were designed and
constructed—stories that have never been pulled together
before. For the first time in generations, scores of Troy
buildings are again linked with their architects, some
local but others from out of town (the “starchitects” of
their day) and even from Europe. In addition to
numerous historic images, the book also includes
contemporary photographs by local photographer Gary
Gold. This book will inform, delight, and surprise readers,
thereby helping to build an educated constituency for the
preservation of an important American city. “Diana Waite
has labored long to bring us the architectural history of
Troy, which is said to have one of the most perfectly
preserved downtowns in the United States. Great
architects designed some of the city’s impressive
buildings—Richard Upjohn, Leopold Eidlitz, Marcus T.
Reynolds; but so did architects fairly early in their
careers—such as George B. Post, who did the iconic
flatiron Hall building on First Street, and the very visible
Troy Savings Bank Music Hall. The book is also a wistful
tour of the lost past—truly magnificent structures and
sumptuous interiors that fell to the wrecking ball. And
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here are the stories behind major landmarks—such as the
Approach staircase up to RPI (or down to Troy); the
struggle to raise a monument at the center of the city to
Troy’s fallen soldiers from three wars; and the complex
installation of six major Tiffany windows in St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church. The book is abundantly illustrated,
with maps, and written in lively narrative style. Ms. Waite
often quotes newspaper accounts of construction as it
was happening, which vivifies her history.” — William
Kennedy “Urban economist Edward L. Glaeser
proclaims cities the triumph of humanity, both the
ultimate expression of human culture and the engine that
has propelled human progress. In this insightful and
beautifully illustrated book, Diana Waite tells the story of
one exceptional, mostly nineteenth-century example:
Troy, New York. Troy is a rare gem, largely unspoiled by
the forces that turned so many of America’s towns into
wastelands of asphalt. As architects, planners, and
policymakers struggle to define a twenty-first-century
world that kicks the habits of our fossil-fuel-addicted
modernity, that rediscovers how to make places for
people, that builds strong communities, studying places
like Troy takes on entirely new relevance. The
Architecture of Downtown Troy paints a picture of the
evolution of a historic town that provides valuable
lessons for building the world of tomorrow.” — Carl
Elefante, 2018 President, The American Institute of
Architects “Diana Waite’s history of Troy’s downtown
buildings describes the importance and diversity of this
city’s distinctive architecture. Her clear narrative of
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century expansion, and its engagement of nationally
recognized architects is excellent and supported by
voluminous photographs. Troy is fortunate that twentiethcentury ‘urban renewal’ occurred in a corner of the
central business district, leaving intact so much of the
city’s well-designed commercial, educational, and
residential buildings. This new book presents an
accurate, readable, and cohesive history of Troy. It is a
must read.” — Matthew Bender IV “The pleasure of Troy
isn’t discovering a single old building, but finding
yourself lost among dozens of them. You may feel as if it
were 1880, and you were strolling home to Washington
Park, perhaps just for a change of collar.” — New York
Times
An illuminating introduction to the influence of
architecture on the world, the environment, and human
lives Architecture matters. It matters to cities, the planet,
and human lives. How architects design and what they
build has an impact that usually lasts for generations.
The more we understand architecture—the deeper we
probe the decisions and designs that go into making a
building—the better our world becomes. Aaron Betsky,
architect, author, curator, former museum director, and
currently the dean of the Frank Lloyd Wright School of
Architecture, guides readers into the rich and complex
world of contemporary architecture. Combining his early
experiences as an architect with his extensive
experience as a jury member selecting the world’s most
prominent and cutting-edge architects to build icons for
cities, Betsky possesses rare insight into the
mechanisms, politics, and personalities that play a role in
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how buildings in our societies and urban centers come to
be. In approximately fifty themes, drawing on his inside
knowledge of the architectural world, he explores a
broad spectrum of topics, from the meaning of domestic
space to the spectacle of the urban realm. Accessible,
instructive, and hugely enjoyable, Why Architecture
Matters will open the eyes of anyone dreaming of
becoming an architect, and will bring a wry smile to
anyone who already is.
Marking the centennial of the 1916 establishment of a
professional program, Pedagogy and Place is the
definitive text on the history of the Yale School of
Architecture. Robert A. M. Stern, current dean of the
school, and Jimmy Stamp examine its growth and
change over the years, and they trace the impact of
those who taught or studied there, as well as the
architecturally significant buildings that housed the
program, on the evolution of architecture education at
Yale. Owing to the impressive number of notable
practitioners who have attended or been affiliated with
the school, this book also contributes a history, beyond
Yale, of the architecture profession in the twentieth
century. Featuring extensive archival research and
illuminating firsthand accounts from alumni, faculty, and
administrators, this well-rounded and engaging narrative
is richly illustrated with historic photos of the school and
its studios, images of student work, and important
architectural achievements on and off campus.
Like America itself, the architecture of the United States
is an amalgam, an imitation or an importation of foreign
forms adapted to the natural or engineered landscape of
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the New World. So can there be an "American School" of
architecture? The most legitimate claim to the title
emerged in the 1950s and 1960s at the Gibbs College of
Architecture at the University of Oklahoma, where, under
the leadership of Bruce Goff, Herb Greene, Mendel
Glickman, and others, an authentically American
approach to design found its purest expression,
teachable in its coherence and logic. Followers of this
first truly American school eschewed the forms most in
fashion in American architectural education at the
time—those such as the French Beaux Arts or German
Bauhaus Schools—in favor of the vernacular and the
organic. The result was a style distinctly experimental,
resourceful, and contextual—challenging not only
established architectural norms in form and function but
also traditional approaches to instructing and inspiring
young architects. Edited by Luca Guido, Stephanie Pilat,
and Angela Person, this volume explores the fraught
history of this distinctively American movement born on
the Oklahoma prairie. Renegades features essays by
leading scholars and includes a wide range of images,
including rare, never-before-published sketches and
models. Together these essays and illustrations map the
contours of an American architecture that combines this
country’s landscape and technology through
experimentation and invention, assembling the diversity
of the United States into structures of true beauty.
Renegades for the first time fully captures the essence
and conveys the importance of the American School of
architecture.
In February 1956 the president of IBM, Thomas Watson
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Jr., hired the industrial designer and architect Eliot F.
Noyes, charging him with reinventing IBM’s corporate
image, from stationery and curtains to products such as
typewriters and computers and to laboratory and
administration buildings. What followed—a story told in
full for the first time in John Harwood’s The
Interface—remade IBM in a way that would also transform
the relationships between design, computer science, and
corporate culture. IBM’s program assembled a cast of
leading figures in American design: Noyes, Charles
Eames, Paul Rand, George Nelson, and Edgar
Kaufmann Jr. The Interface offers a detailed account of
the key role these designers played in shaping both the
computer and the multinational corporation. Harwood
describes a surprising inverse effect: the influence of
computer and corporation on the theory and practice of
design. Here we see how, in the period stretching from
the “invention” of the computer during World War II to
the appearance of the personal computer in the
mid-1970s, disciplines once well outside the realm of
architectural design—information and management
theory, cybernetics, ergonomics, computer
science—became integral aspects of design. As the first
critical history of the industrial design of the computer, of
Eliot Noyes’s career, and of some of the most important
work of the Office of Charles and Ray Eames, The
Interface supplies a crucial chapter in the story of
architecture and design in postwar America—and an
invaluable perspective on the computer and corporate
cultures of today.
Architecture Engagement Calendar 2014
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How to Design the World: Working Without Solutions In
Medium Design everyone is a designer. But design, in
this case, inverts the typical focus on object over its
settings to concentrate on the medium—the matrix space
between objects, events, and ideological declarations. It
disrupts habitual modern approaches to the world’s
intractable dilemmas—from climate cataclysm to
inequality to concentrations of authoritarian power. In a
series of case studies dealing with everything from
automation and migration to explosive urban growth and
atmospheric changes, Medium Design offers spatial
tools for innovation and global decision-making to
challenge the authority of more familiar legal or
economic approaches. From this perspective, solutions
are mistakes and ideologies are unreliable guides.
Rather than the modern desire for the new, designers
find more sophistication in relationships between
emergent and incumbent technologies. Encouraging
entanglement, medium design does not try to eliminate
problems but rather to put them together in productive
combinations. And in the process of reconceptualizing
design, Easterling puzzles over bulletproof powers,
Stanley Kubrick, ISIS recruits, literary characters, and
iconic activists in the hope of outwitting political
deadlocks and offering forms of activism for modulating
power and temperament in organizations of all kinds.
Geo-Design. Advances in bridging geo-information
technology and design bring together a wide variety of
contributions from authors with backgrounds in urban
planning, landscape architecture, education and geoinformation technology presenting the latest insights and
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applications of geo-design. Geo-Design is here
understood as a hybridization of the concepts “Geo” –
representing the modeling, analytical and visualization
capacities of GIS, and “Design” – representing spatial
planning and design, turning existing situations into
preferred ones. Through focusing on interdisciplinary
design-related concepts and applications of GIS
international experts share their recent findings and
provide clues for the further development of geo-design.
This is important since there is still much to do. Not only
in the development of geo-information technology, but
especially in bridging the gap with the design-disciplines.
The uptake on using GIS is still remarkably slow among
landscape architects, urban designers and planners, and
when utilized it is often restricted to the basic tasks of
mapmaking and data access. Knowledge development
and dissemination of applications of geodesign through
research, publications, and education, therefore, remain
key factors. This publication draws upon the insights
shared at the Geodesign Summit Europe held at Delft
University of Technology in 2014. All contributions in the
book are double-blind reviewed by experts in the field.
ING_08 Review quote
Early Modern Emotions is a student-friendly introduction
to the concepts, approaches and sources used to study
emotions in early modern Europe, and to the
perspectives that analysis of the history of emotions can
offer early modern studies more broadly. The volume is
divided into four sections that guide students through the
key processes and practices employed in current
research on the history of emotions. The first explains
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how key terms and concepts in the study of emotions
relate to early modern Europe, while the second focuses
on the unique ways in which emotions were
conceptualized at the time. The third section introduces a
range of sources and methodologies that are used to
analyse early modern emotions. The final section
includes a wide-ranging selection of thematic topics
covering war, religion, family, politics, art, music,
literature and the non-human world to show how analysis
of emotions may offer new perspectives on the early
modern period more broadly. Each section offers bitesized, accessible commentaries providing students new
to the history of emotions with the tools to begin their
own investigations. Each entry is supported by annotated
further reading recommendations pointing students to
the latest research in that area and at the end of the
book is a general bibliography, which provides a
comprehensive list of current scholarship. This book is
the perfect starting point for any student wishing to study
emotions in early modern Europe.

For centuries artists and designers have recorded
places, people, and life in travel sketchbooks. Over a
period of fifty years, Laurie Olin, one of America's
most distinguished landscape architects, has
recorded aspects of France: its cities and
countryside, streets and cafes, ancient ruins,
vineyards, and parks--from humble to grand, things
that interested his designer's eye--taking the time to
see things carefully. Paris in its seasons, agriculture
in Provence and Bordeaux, trees, dogs, and
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fountains, all are noted over the years in watercolor
or pen and ink. Originally intended for the pleasure
of merely being there as well as self-education, this
personal selection from his many sketchbooks is
accompanied by transcriptions of notes and
observations, along with introductory remarks for the
different regions included: Paris, Haute Loire,
Provence, Haute Provence, Normandy, Aquitaine,
and Entre des Meures.
Across the world, the housing crisis is escalating.
Mass migration to cities has led to rapid urbanisation
on an unprecedented scale, while the withdrawal of
public funding from social housing provision in
Western countries, and widening income inequality,
have further compounded the situation. In
prosperous US and European cities, middle- and lowincome residents are being pushed out of housing
markets increasingly dominated by luxury investors.
The average London tenant, for example, now pays
an unaffordable 49 per cent of his or her pre-tax
income in rent. Parts of the developing world and
areas of forced migration are experiencing
insufficient affordable housing stock coupled with
rapidly shifting ways of life. In response to this
context, forward-thinking architects are taking the
lead with a collaborative approach. By partnering
with allied fields, working with residents, developing
new forms of housing, and leveraging new funding
systems and policies, they are providing strategic
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leadership for what many consider to be our cities’
most pressing crisis. Amidst growing economic and
health disparities, this issue of AD asks how housing
projects, and the design processes behind them,
might be interventions towards greater social equity,
and how collaborative work in housing might
reposition the architectural profession at large.
Recommended by Fast Company as one of the best
reads of 2018 and included in their list of 9 books
designers should read in 2019! Contributors include:
Cynthia Barton, Deborah Gans, and Rosamund
Palmer; Neeraj Bhatia and Antje Steinmuller; Dana
Cuff; Fatou Dieye; Robert Fishman; Na Fu; Paul
Karakusevic; Kaja Kühl and Julie Behrens; Matthew
Gordon Lasner; Meir Lobaton Corona; Marc
Norman; Julia Park; Brian Phillips and Deb Katz;
Pollyanna Rhee; Emily Schmidt and Rosalie
Genevro Featured architects: Architects for Social
Housing, Shigeru Ban Architects, Tatiana Bilbao
ESTUDIO, cityLAB, Frédéric Druot Architecture,
ERA Architects, GANS studio, Garrison Architects,
HOWOGE, Interface Studio Architects, Karakusevic
Carson Architects, Lacaton & Vassal, Light Earth
Designs, NHDM, PYATOK architecture + urban
design, Urbanus, and Urban Works Agency
Discover ARCHITECTURE helps educators, parents
and design professionals to engage elementary and
early middle school students about architecture,
engineering, green building and allied design fields.
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This ground-breaking book reflects the name of the
award-winning after school program co-founded by a
licensed architect and an art educator in 2010 for the
Atlanta chapter of the American Institute of
Architects (AIA Atlanta). The after school program
has been the recipient of numerous local, state, and
national awards, including the 2014 national AIAHanley Wood Opportunity Fund and the 2012 AIA
Georgia Bronze Medal for its creative outreach to the
public.Inspired by the Reggio Emilia and STEAM (or
Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and
Mathematics) learning approaches, architect Melody
Harclerode AIA creates the proven and successful
curriculum for the program and this book. As an
instructional supplement, the lessons in the Discover
ARCHITECTURE book can be implemented as a
part of an educational program after school or an
enrichment activity during the school day for fourth
thru sixth graders. The book begins with testimonials
from distinguished national and international
architects, who offer thoughtful perspectives about
the value of architecture and design education for
K-12 students. Interesting, yet easy-to-understand
design exercises incorporate art, history,
mathematics, science, and language arts to reflect
the multi-discipline core subjects in the profession of
architecture. Architectural history is enhanced with
beautiful photos and hand sketches. Step-by-step
images of students at work in four design chapters
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guide readers through the process of producing
diagrams, simple project budgets, floor plans,
building elevations, and building and site models to
complete architectural and site design projects.
Students become the designers of their dream
projects! Discover ARCHITECTURE captures the
dedication of design and educational team to share
their love of architecture and design with the next
generation. This educational resource promotes
tactile learning; builds dimensional, spatial and
presentation skills; sharpens analytical thinking and
celebrates creativity. The design exercises
encourage self-reliance and teamwork with various
activities to mirror real-world professional
experiences. For use in the classroom or at home,
Discover ARCHITECTURE offers a joyful
introduction to architecture, engineering and design
for young people.
The book records man's creative achievement
chronologically over the ages in all its immense
variety.
The subject of this newly updated book is the
building occupied by the Netherlands Architecture
Institute (NAi), which was designed by the architect
Jo Coenen and opened in 1993. NAi is one of the
international centers for architectural thought and
ideas, and its home has become Famous in its own
right as a contemporary architectural landmark.
Featuring a wealth of new photos, floor plans and
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cross sections, the book also includes extensive
texts examining the history of NAi, the
commissioning of the building, its collections, and its
policies and mission. In addition Jo Coenen
describes the background of his work as well as the
sources that inspired him.
Architecture and Health recognizes the built
environment and health as inextricable encouraging
a new mind-set for the profession. Over 40
international award-winning projects are included to
explore innovative design principles linked to health
outcomes. The book is organized into three
interdependent health domains—individual,
community, and global—in which each case study
proposes context-specific architectural responses.
Case studies include children’s hospitals,
rehabilitation facilities, elderly housing, mental health
facilities, cancer support centers, clinics, healthy
communities, healthcare campuses, wellness
centers, healing gardens, commercial offices,
infrastructure for developing countries, sustainable
design, and more. Representing the United States,
Africa, Asia, Europe, and Australia, each author
brings a new perspective to health and its related
architectural response. This book brings a timely
focus to a subject matter commonly constricted by
normative building practices and transforms the
dialogue into one of creativity and innovation. With
over 200 color images, this book is an essential read
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for architects, designers, and students to explore
and analyze designed environments that promote
health and well-being.
First Published in 1968. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
What do we mean by net zero energy? Zero
operating energy? Zero energy costs? Zero
emissions? There is no one answer: approaches to
net zero building vary widely across the globe and
are influenced by different environmental and
cultural contexts. Net Zero Energy Building:
Predicted and Unintended Consequences presents a
comprehensive overview of variations in 'net zero'
building practices. Drawing on examples from
countries such as the United States, United
Kingdom, Germany, Japan, Hong Kong, and China,
Ming Hu examines diverse approaches to net zero
and reveals their intended and unintended
consequences. Existing approaches often focus on
operating energy: how to make buildings more
efficient by reducing the energy consumed by
climate control, lighting, and appliances. Hu goes
beyond this by analyzing overall energy consumption
and environmental impact across the entire life cycle
of a building—ranging from the manufacture of
building materials to transportation, renovation, and
demolition. Is net zero building still achievable once
we look at these factors? With clear implications for
future practice, this is key reading for professionals
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in building design, architecture, and construction, as
well as students on sustainable and green
architecture courses.
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